
 

SCRIBE REPORT  

RUN 1902 
Saturday 25th March 2023 

Sweaty Bollox, Baldylocks, Bjorn To Run 

Kata - Soi Hinkaaw 
 

 

 

Phuket Hashers 83, Virgins 3, Visitors 6, Visiting Hashers 2 

 
The Pre-Run 

This week’s walk/run was just at the top of the hill on the road from Chalong Circle to Katu. Laager site 

could be reached along Soi Hinkaw and provided good parking facilities either side of the Circle.  In addition 

there was a further exit route which meant vehicles did not have to pass through the Circle once it was in 

operation. The Hares that chose this location certainly knew their stuff.  

 

The Run and Hares 

Hares this week were Sweaty Bollox, Baldylocks &  Bjorn To 

Run. The role of Hash Horn was carefully selected to be Bimbo as 

he was a good runner and had never been a Hash Horn before. 

Strangely he did not seem so keen when his name was called out. 

However as a good Hasher he stood up, accepted the role and did a 

good demonstration of the Hash calls. 

Sweaty Bollox gave the instructions for the run which was basically 

multicolour paper all the way for the runners interspersed with a blue 

colour paper marked short cut. So the junction point wasn’t missed 

SB asked everybody to repeat after him  ‘walkers left up’ and 

‘runners down right’ so that everybody was clear (maybe) as to 

what they should do at the junction point. He then confirmed that 

where the short cut rejoined the main trail it would be marked for a 

short distance with blue paper on one side of the trail and 

multicolour on the other side. With all that done the runners and 

walkers were then sent on their way. 

I should point out I was one of the Hares for this week’s Hash and 

had already decided that I would have a wander round the route once the last walker had left the Laager 

site. This I did and was quite surprised how quickly I passed the first few walkers and saw others in not such 

a good state as they went up the first hill – my thoughts were how would they were going to manage the rest 

of the walk.  So I pushed on so I could get a good vantage point to see how all the runners and walkers 

were doing on a loop at the top of the hill.  When I got there the runners had just completed the loop and 

were now heading down the trail on the other side of the hill.  Some walkers still had a way to go but 

Shagarazzi was there to collect them all and sent them down the other side as well. Once they were all on 

their way I then followed. 

It was quite slow progress down the narrow path but eventually the walkers all got down to the first check 

point and I arrived to find the back enders disappearing to the right on a falsie with no sign of any pink 

paper.  I had to call them back and send them further on the down the hill on the true trail. 

Things then improved as they made their way down the last bit of hill and traversed across to the split point. 

By the time I got to the split point the runners were long gone down the hill and most of the walkers were 



now out of sight up the hill. What was left was a few stragglers including children with blisters etc. I 

accompanied them up the first part of the hill and seeing what the time was,  suggested to one of the much 

more experienced Iron Pussy ladies whether we should consider a bit of a short cut back to the Laager.  

This was agreed and as they knew the trails well here took the short cut back. Once I knew they were on 

their way I ran back to the Laager so I could greet all the runners and walkers as they came in but none 

were to be seen but eventually the first walkers arrived who had completed the whole trail followed by the 

first runners.  Interestingly enough these first runners were saying Good Run Good Run and the straggling 

walkers thanking me for the help I had provided. I rest my case m’lord. 

 

The Circle 

GM  started the circle by calling in the Hares and the Hash horn for a drink and thanking them for their time 

and efforts and also made the comment that if you thought that run was hard he had it on good authority 

that it was a down graded version of a much tougher run.  There was mention of pink paper and that it 

would be discussed later. Repressed One was asked to give his verdict of the Horn  His comments were 

unprintable 

 

Lucky Lek was called in for Annoumen which he did.  

Wilma came in to remind people of the next Kamala Koma and that registration will be opening soon for 

May’s Outstation  

extravaganza. Keep a watch on the website for further details 

SB came in to say that it was his birthday the day before and as he was also a Hare offered 40 Baht beers 

with no hint of bribery. 

 

Registrars Jaws and Invisible Man were called in to list the Virgins of which there were 3. Definitely a 

week for knee pads – very stoney. Did wonder if Johnny was the grown up subject of Registrar Jaws’s 

‘Little Johnny’ jokes.   

Visiting Hashers  – Two Visiting Hashers this week – Dick Jockey from Dubai and Miscarriage from The 

Gold Coast in Oz..  

 

Hash Shirts   None this week.  

 

Steward Spot -  This week’s Steward 

spot went to the team of Paper, Pole 

Position and Lucky Lek.  They called a 

few people into the circle and to form 

themselves into pairs.  They then had to 

make two lines facing each other with a 

banana and a Covid style mask each to 

be used as a blindfold. I wasn’t’ actually 

sure what the object of the game was 

but did know that Gobby (who else!!) 

was the outright winner as she took the whole banana into her mouth 

including the hand that held it.  Great spectacle and much fun and laughter 

had by everybody. 

Good spot Paper, Pole Position and Lucky Lek! 

.  

Run Offences etc   

Run offences this week covered such aspects as monkey impersonations, GM disrespectfulness, new 

shoes, hash calls ignorance, multiple overtaking, not calling, being Jimmy Saville, massage games, visiting 

the Isle of Wight, screaming and shouting on the run, suspect practices, incorrect spelling, non 



synchronisation of presence, too many hills, pinkless paper, non long-flat-hard runs, greasy leaves, hares 

being where they shouldn’t be (apparently), failure to give details of next week’s run by the hares who are 

both Run Masters and should know better, saving woman, children and those less fortunate. 

 

Promoters were Fungus, GM, Jungle Balls, Swollen Colon, Wilma, Invisible Man, Not Long Enough, 

Bluey, Piss Drinker, Philthy Pisshead, Sweaty Bollox, Tequila Slapper etc.  

 

Offensive ones were Manekin Pis, Repressed One, Piss Drinker, Top Off, Ex GM’s, Johnny, Wilma, 

Swollen Colon, King Klong, Flying Dickhead, Philthy Phil, Polish My Crabs, The Hares, Bimbo, BA 

(BC), Sweaty Bollox, Campari, Tootsie, Tequila Slapper, Shaggarazi  etc. etc. 

 

Joxy Moron led the proceedings for the Hashit which is still not held by anybody.  

Joxy ticked off the various good points i.e. good venue, good signs, good directions, 

good falsies etc.  He then went onto what were considered not so good aspects  – 

run in excess of 60 minutes, greasy leaves, Bjorn to Run level of hills, no paper on 

top of the hills. 

When put to the vote there was a begrudging ‘Good Run, Good Run’ and slightly 

more enthusiastic  ‘Hashit, Hashit’.  As a result of this vote the Hashit was awarded 

and went to Baldylocks and in the words of Joxy ‘Good Call’ Good Call. 

 

GM then announced the first boat was arriving (oh sorry!  wrong week) and the Circle was declared closed. 

  

 

On On! 

Sweaty Bollox 

The Official Hash Scribe 

 www.phuket-hhh.com 

 

PS It is now four one week before I depart for the summer – Bobagob will resume Scribe Duties thereafter. 

Stand in scribes are also welcome. Do let me or Bob know if you are interested in doing the occasional 

scribe. Don’t be shy!! 

 

http://www.phuket-hhh.com/

